
What Parents need to 
know about the FSA 

We are all in this together!



FSA Parents Night 
Agenda
● What is the FSA?

● Why does my child take the FSA?
● How can I see the FSA?

● How can I help?
● What happens after they take it?

● What rules are important to know?



What are the Florida Standards and Florida 
Standards Assessments?

The Florida Standards are the expectations for each subject at each grade level 

that identify what students need to know and be able to do by the end of that 

grade. All Florida schools teach the Florida Standards.

The Florida Standards prepare Florida students for success in college, career, and 

life by emphasizing analytical thinking rather than their background knowledge.

LAFS.3.RI.1.3 Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, 
scientific ideas or concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language 
that pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect.



What is the FSA and who has to take it?
The Florida Standards Assessments (FSA) provide parents and 

families, teachers, and other stakeholders with information 

regarding how well students have mastered  the Florida Standards 

for their grade level.

It does NOT compare a student’s performance to their peers’

performance.

Per Florida Statute 1008.22, public school students are required to 

participate in the statewide assessment program.



How does the FSA differ from other Standardized 
Assessments?

★ The Florida Standards Assessments (FSA)provide a more authentic 

assessment of the Florida Standards because they include more than 

multiple-choice questions. 

★ Students may be asked to respond in ways that are different from 

traditional standardized tests. The more complex the question, the 

higher it’s value.

★ Question types assess students’ higher-order thinking skills in keeping 

with the higher expectations of the Florida Standards. This is what they 

practice in class daily. 



What Should I know about my child’s FSA?
★ Students in grades 3–11 take the FSA-ELA  and Math each spring.
★ The FSA-ELA measures students’ mastery & progress on the LAFS and FSA-Math 

measures students’  mastery & progress on the MAFS . 

★ There are between 55-66 questions per test subject area.
★ ELA portion will test over 2 days. Each day will have an 80 minute work session.
★ Math portion will test over 2 days. Each day will have an 80 minute work session.
★ The writing portion is completed in one session with 120 minutes to read and 

respond to the task. The score is included in the reading score.
★ Science portion will test over 2 days. Each day will have an 80 minute work session.
★ Scores are reported as levels 1-5.

★ All score reports will be mailed home once they are received at Cape 
Elementary.



What Should I know about the ELA portion
 of FSA?

➔ The FSA-ELA requires students to read stories, poems, articles, instructions, plays and 

other various text  that vary in length and answer questions about what they have 

read in their test booklet. 

➔ The test also requires them to use charts, graphs, maps, photographs, illustrations  

and other materials to gather information to answer questions. 

➔ The number of words and complexity of the texts varies. Students will be required to 

sit for the 80 minute test administration.  This will require that we work to build 

stamina for sitting and reading for long periods of time. 



Text Types



What might the ELA questions look like?
. Editing Task Choice – The student reads a short passage with underlined words and 

phrases. The student selects the correct word or phrase that should replace the underlined 

word or phrase from a set of options. One option will always be “correct as is.”

 



What might the ELA questions look like?
2. Selectable Text - Excerpted sentences from the text are presented in this item type. These items may 

have one or two parts. In a two-part selectable text item, Part A might ask the student to make an 

analysis or an inference, and Part B might require the student to select the text to support the answer in 

Part A. 



What might the  texts & questions look like?

3. Multiselect - The student is directed to select a specific number of correct answers 

from among the options provided. These items are different from multiple-choice items, 

which prompt the student to select only one correct answer. 



4. Evidence-Based Selected Response 

(EBSR) - In this two-part item, the 

student is directed to select the correct 

answers from Part A and Part B. 

Typically Part A is multiple-choice, 

whereas Part B may be either 

multiple-choice or multiselect. Part A 

often asks the student to make an 

analysis or an inference, and Part B 

requires the student to use the text to 

support the answer in Part A. 

What might the ELA questions look like?



5. Table Match - This item type presents options in columns and rows. Options may 

include words, phrases, sentences, quotations, line/paragraph/passage numbers, or 

images. The student is directed to select a box that matches a correct option from a 

column with a correct option from a row. Typically, there is only one correct option per 

row or column, though the number of correct answers may vary.  

What might the ELA questions look like?



What might the ELA questions look like?
6. Multimedia - Enhanced content may include multimedia elements such as 

images, charts, graphics timelines, etc. Multimedia elements may appear 

within passages (stimuli) or test items. Any of the item types described above 

may be used to assess the multimedia content.



4th and 5th FSA ?
The Writing Task is a portion of the total ELA score, and is not on a separate 

score report. Due to the amount of time needed to score the writing 

component, it is administered well before the ELA portion.  Students are 

provided 120 minutes of time to read, plan, write, and edit.

Students will read a set of texts about a single topic. 

The text set may consist of informational or literary fiction or nonfiction texts 

and may cover a wide array of topics.

 After reading the stimulus, the students will respond to a writing task in which 

they will:

 provide information on a topic or 

take a stance to support an opinion or argument



What might the ELA questions look like?



What might the ELA questions look like?



What types of questions will be on the Math?



What types of questions will be on the Math?



What types of questions will be on the Math?



What types of questions will be on the Math?



What types of questions will be on the Math?



What is the NGSSS Science like for 5th grade?



What does this mean for my child?

We now know why students are assessed.

We now know how they will be assessed.

But…



3rd Grade Mandatory retention. 
It’s the law.

Florida law [section 1008.25(5), Florida Statutes (F.S.)] says that 
third graders who score at Level 1 in reading on the statewide 
Florida Standards Assessment-English Language Arts 
(FSA-ELA) must be retained (not promoted to fourth grade). 



My child may be  retained. What does 
that mean?
Retention does not mean that the child has failed. It does not mean that teachers or 
parents are not working hard enough. It does mean that the child needs more 
instructional time and help to catch up and reach reading proficiency. 

The purpose of retention is to give children who have substantial reading 
deficiencies more time and the intensive instruction they need to catch up 

in reading.

However, children who demonstrate the required reading level through a 
state-approved alternative standardized reading test such as the STAR, SAT-10, 
I-Ready or through a student portfolio can be granted a good cause exemption and 
be promoted to fourth grade.

 A student will only be retained in third grade once. 



How do I know if my child is at risk?
LCSD Testing and Assessment Department has conducted a 
broad study to identify indicators that will alert teachers, 
families and students of students who are in danger of scoring 
at level 1 on the FSA. 

Their research has an extremely high correlation rate and is 
highly successful in alerting all stakeholders so that changes 
can be made in the attempts to help the students make 
learning gains.



How do teachers know how my child will score?
The State and School District have experts who have identified key indicators that 
align highly with FSA scores. 

As a school we periodically give checks to monitor student progress and growth. The 
purpose is to determine a student’s level of  mastery of the standards being taught.

These checks can be administered daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or at 
predetermined intervals throughout the year. Some are used at the school only, 
others by the District, and some are used by State. 

➔ Examples: 
➔  Exemplars
➔  Formative quizzes & tests
◆ I-ready Diagnostic - Reading &  Math 
◆ Fluency Checks 

While a poor score does not indicate a student is in danger of 
scoring a level 1, not Demonstrating mastery on multiple 
measures is a cause for concern. 



When will my child take the assessments?

Dates for Cape FSA Testing Grade Test

Monday, April 4th 4th and  5th Writes

Tuesday & Wednesday, April 5th & 6th 3rd ELA

Tuesday & Wednesday, May 3rd & 4th 4th and  5th ELA

Tuesday & Wednesday, May 10th & 11th
3rd , 4th and  

5th Math

Tuesday & Wednesday, May 17th & 18th 5th Science



May students receive testing accommodations on 
the FSA?
Students with disabilities, in accordance with State Board Rule 6A-1.0943, Florida 

Administrative Code (FAC), are required to be provided with testing accommodations if 

they meet the following criteria:

● have been assigned to a special program, according to State Board Rule 6A-6.0331, 

FAC, and

● have a current IEP or Section 504 plan outlining the appropriate allowable 

accommodations that should be used in the classroom and on the statewide 

assessment to meet the individual needs of the student.

Every effort is made to provide a level playing field for students with disabilities taking the 

FSA and seeking a standard high school diploma.



How can I support my student?
Parents and families can promote student success by staying involved in their student’s 

education, offering positive support and feedback, and encouraging their child to relax 

and do his or her very best. 

By staying connected with their student’s school and teachers and taking advantage of 

online resources, such as school websites and portals, parents and families can stay 

informed and be equipped to meet the needs of their student at home. 

Helping your child to build stamina for sitting, reading, and sustained focus will be helpful.

Encourage your child to apply the strategies they are learning in class

To help students, parents/guardians, and educators understand what the FSA test items 

will look like, the department provides practice tests  on the FSA Portal.



Can my student practice taking the test?
Prior to administering each assessment, test administrators conduct a practice test. The 

practice tests will contain sample test items to prepare students for the item types and 

text or problem types they will encounter during testing.  Practice tests are available in 

the FSA Portal for students to practice on their own as often as they like.



Rest up

Please make sure your child goes to bed early the night before the test and has a 
well balanced meal prior to coming to school. It will be important that all students 
arrive to school on time. 



Can I talk to my student about the test questions 
after he or she has finished?

Because the content of statewide assessments is secure, students are asked not to talk 

about specific test questions, passages, or their responses. 

Students are asked to sign a Testing Rules Acknowledgement, which states: “Because the 

content in all statewide assessments is secure, you may not reveal details about the test 

items or passages after the test. This includes any type of electronic communication, such 

as texting, emailing, or posting online, for example, on Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, or 

Instagram.” While students may not share information about secure test content after 

testing, this policy is not intended to prevent students from discussing their testing 

experiences with their parents/families.



Are parents/guardians allowed to review the 
assessment?

Parents/guardians are not permitted to see their student’s actual FSA test because FSA 

items may be used on future assessments. Allowing the general public to review the tests 

would compromise the test items, thereby depleting the supply of test questions for 

future test administrations. Statewide assessments are confidential under the authority of 

Section 1008.23, Florida Statutes.



What is test invalidation?

FDOE is dedicated to reporting test scores that are valid and reliable representations of 

student mastery of the Florida Standards. If a situation or error occurs during test 

administration and it is determined that it threatens the validity of test results, the test(s) 

is (are) invalidated. 

Some common reasons for test invalidation include, but are not limited to, cheating, 

possession of an electronic device (e.g., cell phone), or access to any unauthorized aid 

during testing.

Students MAY NOT RETAKE the same test during an established test administration 

window. If they were to take the test again it would compromise the validity of the test 

results because they had already been exposed to the content of the test. If your 

student's test is invalidated, contact his or her school to determine if alternate measures 

will be used for local purposes.



If my student becomes ill or needs to leave school 
before completing a test session, can he or she 
finish the next day?

Students who leave campus before completing a test session (for lunch, an appointment, 

etc.) will NOT be allowed to complete that test session.  If a student becomes ill during 

testing, they would be allowed to make up the test later this day or the following day.

If your child does not feel well on the day of testing, it may be best for him or her to wait 

and be tested on a makeup day.

Note: If a child misses a day of testing they may not be able to make up the test  

session with their class.



Where can I find more information 
about the Florida Standards?

CPALMS stands for “Collaborate, Plan, Align, Learn, Motivate and Share.” CPALMS is a one-stop online 

educational portal with nearly 9,000 reviewed and approved resources and interactive tools that help 

Florida’s educators effectively implement the Florida Standards. 

CPALMS provides videos, professional development modules, and multimedia tools for educators to 

assist them in preparing for their classes and determining classroom progress toward the standards. 

Parents and families can rely on CPALMS to do the following:

● Locate information on the Florida Standards.

● Access the standards and related instructional resources by subject and grade level.

● Access and review course descriptions in order to develop an understanding of the standards their child’s 

classes should be meeting.



What resources are available?

★ FSA ELA and Mathematics Fact Sheet

★ Understanding FSA Reports

★ Practice test 

https://login8.cloud1.tds.cambiumast.com/student/V575/Pages/LoginShell.aspx?c=

Florida_PT&a=Student

★ CPALMS  http://www.cpalms.org/Public/

★ Florida Students http://www.floridastudents.org/

★ Cape’s Website http://cap.leeschools.net/



Thank you for supporting 
your child’s education! 

Please reach out to your child’s teacher, administration, or the test 
coordinator if you have any  questions. 


